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I am a resident of Thorndon. 

I wish to recommend improvements to the PDP in relation to current inner 
residential Thorndon situated east of the motorway in the Hobson St area.

I fully support the Thorndon Residents’ Association’s submissions. 

I support LIVE WELLington, Historic Places Wellington, and others as declared in 
my previous submissions. 
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HDZ  >  MDZ
✔✕

I seek for the
Hobson Precinct

+ qualifying matters

& retain inner  
residential enclaves 
(out of the CCZ)
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I seek a liveable city …  by design. 

Intensification that jeopardises things that are valued by communities (liveability), and risk 
things that are valuable for the city’s reputation overall (its character and heritage), may be 
considered imprudent or perhaps even irresponsible.

Reasonable, well-regulated intensification in MDZ’s is OK. 

Unreasonable intensification is NOT OK.

The city doesn’t need to rush into this. 
This only increases risks of sub-optimal outcomes. 
Staged 10-year reviews might be prudent ( the normal cycle of a DP? )

The stakes are high; one mistake at this point could jeopardise a lot over the next 10-30yrs.
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Strong communities care deeply about the places they live. In 
communities like mine have people with years of heritage expertise 
and knowledge about their communities, the houses, and the 
fascinating stories related to the buildings and people past. This 
binds us, and this contributes to resilience. In a city like ours, and 
where we’re located in this city, this is particularly important. 

Hobson St has a coherence that works as a whole and the quality 
character and heritage is evident to the many who enjoy the heritage 
trail. Our buildings warrant existing or similar Operative District Plan 
protections.

Hobson Street - Heritage Trail 
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I appreciate the s42 report recognising character and heritage on the eastern side of Thorndon.

That’s a great step. Please take one more, to adjust the margins and complete the set. 

Hobson St has a coherence that works and the quality character and heritage is evident to many. 
These buildings warrant existing or similar Operative District Plan protections.
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Boffa Miskell indicative contributions  vs 
Thorndon Residents’ Association Analysis

https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xyUWo4dEmlazjabQ?e=ZyXRZT

https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xyUWo4dEmlazjabQ?e=ZyXRZT
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Improvements 
desired

Maintain coherence

Fold-in significant 
examples of character 
and heritage

Find a way to include the 
cluster surrounding  
Katherine Mansfield 
Memorial Park 

And Lady Freberg House 
in the south.
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Vulnerabilities

NB  that much of this 
zone is used for
education purposes

3 significant schools
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Other qualifying matters?

- vulnerability to natural disaster 
e.g. flood-prone areas

- absence of adequate infrastructure
e.g. crumbling water systems



Midday Report  30 January 2023

https://www.rnz.co.nz/audio/player?audio_id=2018875640 2′59″  

Prof James Renwick, Victoria University of Wellington

“ Rain events have the potential to more than double what we’ve seen historically.

To make our cities more resilient an important part is urban design. Make sure we have green spaces between the 
concrete and asphalt, …  trees planted, and a lot of natural environment in the city. ”

A significant rethink is needed about intensification in our urban settings. 
We’re sailing into uncharted waters! 
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https://www.rnz.co.nz/audio/player?audio_id=2018875640


Flooding Photos & Videos 
Hobson Precinct

What will double the intensity from 
climate change mean? 

Intensification 

Murphy St, July 2021

Flooded properties in Hobson St, 1993

The Pipitea Stream daylights itself
- video 1 (41sec)
- video 2 (95 sec)

Murphy St, 2021
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https://photos.app.goo.gl/QaYmLw6K1BscJS4H6
https://photos.app.goo.gl/sa1UUuSCQftagDUt7
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